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Many sport psychology texts focus on what to do — relaxation, imagery, etc. This is the first text to focus
directly on the how of doing sport psychology.

Doing Sport Psychology involves much more than the standard techniques such as goal setting and positive
self-talk. Counselors' personalities, the history of their relationships with athletes, the interaction of
individual psychologists and athletes with entire teams—these factors are at least as important as the
application of standard procedures. This book reveals in intimate detail the process of sport psychology at
work.

The text, edited by psychologist Mark B. Andersen, includes
-details of sessions directed by professionals using a variety of models: cognitive-behavioral, rational-
emotive, performance enhancement, developmental, and psychodynamic;

-transcripts of dialogue between counselors and athletes in many different sports, which clearly demonstrate
what sport psychology sessions actually sound like;

-descriptive commentaries on why the psychologists chose the therapeutic path they did and what other
options they might have chosen; and

-specifics on how a wide variety of people—including coaches, physical therapists, and other professionals
who work with athletes and performers—administer sport psychology.
Part I, ""Getting Started,"" details first encounters, intake sessions, and establishment of working
relationships. Removing psychological barriers to optimal performance and managing athletes' inevitable
stressors are covered here. In every instance, actual session transcripts reveal how counselors related to
people in specific situations.

Part II, ""From the Applied Sport Psychology Canon,"" covers traditional topics such as goal setting,
relaxation, imagery, and self-talk. But these interventions are not as easy to deliver as some texts imply. The
focus here is on how such techniques are applied in real-life situations.

Part III, ""Beyond Performance Enhancement: Working With and Working Through,"" reveals what
clinical/counseling sessions with athletes really sound like. Performance-enhancing sessions often expose
deeper clinical issues such as personal loss, depression, or eating disorders.

Part IV, ""The Study of Service: From Supervision to Complex Delivery,"" deals with advanced topics.
Some of the world's most experienced sport psychologists provide their insight regarding supervising others
who deliver psychological services, dealing with interns, and developing long-term relationships with elite
athletes.

Part V, ""Branching Out: Other Practitioners, Other Settings,"" provides details of sessions with injured
athletes, cross country runners, athletes who are retiring from professional sports, and even a musician
(illustrating how sport psychology is broadly applicable to any endeavor where performance is important).

This book provides powerful and revealing insights into how sport psychology is done by the people who do
it best.

Mark B. Andersen began this book for use with his own graduate students. It is the book he wishes he had
when he was in graduate school. It is now available to all!
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From reader reviews:

Rhonda Munoz:

As people who live in the modest era should be update about what going on or facts even knowledge to make
them keep up with the era which can be always change and make progress. Some of you maybe will
probably update themselves by reading books. It is a good choice for yourself but the problems coming to an
individual is you don't know which you should start with. This Doing Sport Psychology is our
recommendation to cause you to keep up with the world. Why, because book serves what you want and need
in this era.

Charles Malone:

Now a day individuals who Living in the era where everything reachable by talk with the internet and the
resources inside can be true or not involve people to be aware of each facts they get. How people have to be
smart in getting any information nowadays? Of course the answer then is reading a book. Reading through a
book can help folks out of this uncertainty Information particularly this Doing Sport Psychology book as this
book offers you rich data and knowledge. Of course the knowledge in this book hundred pct guarantees there
is no doubt in it everbody knows.

Mamie Donnelly:

Reading a reserve can be one of a lot of task that everyone in the world really likes. Do you like reading
book therefore. There are a lot of reasons why people enjoyed. First reading a publication will give you a lot
of new facts. When you read a book you will get new information simply because book is one of many ways
to share the information or perhaps their idea. Second, looking at a book will make anyone more
imaginative. When you examining a book especially fictional works book the author will bring someone to
imagine the story how the people do it anything. Third, you can share your knowledge to some others. When
you read this Doing Sport Psychology, you could tells your family, friends as well as soon about yours book.
Your knowledge can inspire the others, make them reading a guide.

Lucille Yang:

Reading a guide make you to get more knowledge as a result. You can take knowledge and information from
the book. Book is prepared or printed or created from each source that filled update of news. In this
particular modern era like right now, many ways to get information are available for you actually. From
media social such as newspaper, magazines, science guide, encyclopedia, reference book, novel and comic.
You can add your knowledge by that book. Are you hip to spend your spare time to spread out your book?
Or just in search of the Doing Sport Psychology when you desired it?
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